
non-lieux (18 musics after Judith Jockel)
[to Joseph Kudirka]

mark so

—for 1 or a few performers

—in a public setting, where others are present; unobtrusive, often silent; open and in the midst of  things—

any number and combination of  the 18 pieces may be performed, in any order, perhaps overlapping (in any way), and any may be repeated 
or omitted; clear break periods of  any duration before and after each piece (if  overlapping, an ongoing piece continues while another 
breaks, and so on, each piece proceeding independently in time over the course of  a given performance); any materials or means may be 
used to perform the specified sounds/action, which occur once in a given piece, unless otherwise indicated; the duration of  each piece is 
variably long to very long, perhaps 10'-15' or much longer; all pieces in a given performance take place in the same general environment, 
each situated somewhere on the periphery; at least a few different locations should be utilized, but need not change with every piece

-1-
rustling of  vegetation or similar; brief  or perhaps sustaining for a time; variably soft (always in the background); a few times

-2-
blunt knocks, wood or similar; variably soft (typically in the background, sometimes more obvious); 1-2 at a time; a few times

-3-
an extremely low-level sustaining activity, perhaps inaudible/invisible

-4-
a soft sound, far in the background, brief

-5-
a low-level sustaining or intermittent activity, in the background, gradually becoming clearer, then gradually disappearing

-6-
a few sustaining low-level sounds in the background, one at a time, interspersed/overlapping with occasional brief  foreground activity

-7-
slight air movements of  fine, dry plant material or similar (need not be audible); sustained or intermittent; a few times

-8-
a low sustaining tone, variably soft, usually in the deep background but occasionally more distinct; the same tone a few times

-9-
low-level intermittent rustling in the background; occasionally, more distinct drier rustling, brief

-10-
water sounds, sustained very quietly a few times; occasionally, brief  rustling of  vegetation or similar

-11-
a few different isolated, low-level sustaining or intermittent unpitched sounds in the background

-12-
an extremely low-level sustained brushing or rubbing action; perhaps only intermittently audible

-13-
a distinct sound of  rustling leaves or similar, building then abating (always soft); a few times

-14-
individual brief  tones of  similar timbre, variably soft, understated; a few times

-15-
rustling of  vegetation or similar, intermittent, variably soft; occasionally interspersed/overlapping with very soft decaying tones

-16-
intermittent breaking-up of  dry twigs or similar, becoming less and less pronounced

-17-
air, water, leaves (not dry), or similar; any sounds or combination of  sounds; very soft, occasionally occurring in the background

-18-
a bright sustaining tone, variably soft (sometimes barely audible, sometimes more distinct); the same tone a few times
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